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The accuracy of the three-parameter SOM classification was 65-70 percent; when the SOM was trained with two parameters (LTE), it
improved to 87.5 percent.
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• Objectives: The objective of this study is to Evaluate the effect of Compressive strength of PCC, Precipitation, temperature, freeze thaw on  Load Transfer 
Efficiency and analyse them using Artificial Neural Networking (ANN)
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Introduction
 Each types of joints in rigid pavement will provide a different capacity to transfer load
across slabs, this capacity is called as Load Transfer Efficiency of slabs.
 The Load Transfer Efficiency is critical for durability and longevity of structure.
 Poorly performing joints cause the majority of concrete pavement performance issues.
Another causes for poor performance of LTE are Faulting, pumping, and corner. All of these
issues are exacerbated when joints deflect significantly under pressure.
 An artificial neural network is a component of a computational system that mimics how the
human brain analyzes and processes data. Artificial intelligence is built on this basis, and it
solves problems that would be impossible or difficult to solve by human or statistical
standards.
Factors affecting LTE ANN Regressions and performance 
Conclusions
 All the sections data from the state of Texas was chosen for the analysis using LTPP.
 The pavement characteristics and Seasonal data which was essential for analysis were
collected from the Long-Term Pavement Performance (LTPP) Info pave database.
 The approach used in this analysis is using ANN. The use of the specific software has
been carried for the first time, a Self-Organizing Map (SOM), an unsupervised learning
technique in artificial neural networks, is used to map the joint condition of concrete
pavements from FWD deflection bowls.
 For network marking, a novel approach is suggested, in which pavement engineering
knowledge can be explicitly used in a SOM for clear deflection data classification.
 when the SOM was trained with six parameters Load transfer efficiency was improved to
80.5 percent.
 This study looked at the impact of PCC compressive strength on the LTE of cracks and Joints .
 The other parameters which are considered for the study are precipitation, temperature, freeze thaw falling weight
deflection meter drop loads and height.
 The LTE at the joint is calculated as the ratio of the loaded slab's maximum deflection at the joint to the unloaded
slab's maximum deflection determined right across the joint from the maximum deflection.
 The deflection LTE is most commonly calculated using two equations.
Figure 1 Load transfer efficiency of a pavement  
 Time and season of testing had a significant impact on LTE.
 For any pavement, there was no significant correlation between PCC strength and LTE
level.
 A strong correlation was found between LTE and PCC slab temperature when higher
temperature resulted in higher LTE joints.
 LTE data which was analysed can be used for rehabilitation process
In this figure it represents how six inputs were given to ANN an it has produced an output.
Recommendations and need for further study 
 Since the study is limited in this paper considering few different section of pavement in
the state of Texas with few parameters ,Therefore, an extended analysis of the various
sections around the States can lead to the more validated and diversified results.
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 In this figure it represents how inputs were given to ANN an it has produced an output.
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